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To all whom, it may concern: 
3e it known that I, FREDERICK lu. Fu LLER, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Dayton, in the county of Montgomery and 
State of Ohio, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Multiple Cash 
Registers, of which declare the following 
to he a full, clear, and exact description. 
This invention relates to cash register's 

accomplishing the usual functions of muil 
tiple totalizer cash registers, namely in to 
talizing according to classes the different 
transactions entered in the register, in mak 
ing printed records of transactions and 
temporarily indicating similar data con 
cerning each transaction. it differs from 
other two-motion eash registers, that is, reg 
isters, which to operate, first require ma 
nipulation of amount and special settingle 
vices such as transaction keys and then the 
operation of driving mechanism, in con 
struction and in an arrangement whereby. 
class of transaction selecting devices also 
serve for the application of driving power to 
the machine, having for its object the saving 
of one manual operation for exch entered 
transaction. It is customary in two-motion 
cash registers to have a set of amount de 
termining and a set of transaction determin 
ing devices and a singie device for transmit 

- ting power, such as a crank lever or moto; 
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of some kind. . 
This invention provides a cash register 

with a plurality of such power devices, each 
of which also acts as a transaction determin 
ing device. . - 
. Another object of the invention is to, pro 
vide an improved form of differential mech 
anism for actuating multiple totalizers, 

Another object of the invention is to pro- i 
vide an improved arrangement of tablet in 
dicators, for reading from both sides of the 
machine, whereby each-tablet is in, the cor 
rect denominational position. 

Another object of the in Avention is to pro 
vide an improved full stroke device for com 
pelling a complete operation of the nachine 
before a succeeding operation can take place. 
With these and incidental objects in view, 

the invention consists in certain novel fea 
tures of construction and combinations of 
parts, the essential elements of which are set 

forth in appended claims, and a preferred 
form of embodiment of which is hereinafter 
described with reference to the drawings 55 
which accompany and form part of the specification. 

Figure 1 is a left side elevation of a cash 
register constructed according to this in 
vention and with the printing mechanism 60 
cabinet and supporting frame omitted. Fig. 
2 is a detail in left side elevation showing 
the transmission of the differential move 
ment froin the keys to the actuating devices 
of the machine. Fig. 3 is a front elevation 65 
of the differential mechanism of the ma 
chine. Fig. 4 is a transverse vertical sec 
tion of the indicator mechanism taken on the 
lined 4 of Fig. 5. Fig. 5 is a plan view of 
the indicator mechanism. Fig.6 is a front 70 
elevation of a carriage for totalizer and in 
dicator actuating slides and printing mecha 
nisim. Fig. 7 is a detail in right side elev8 . ?3 . a ? 

fion of one of the main operating levers and 
a carriage driven thereby. Fig. 8 is a plan 75 
view of part of the mechanism shown in 
Fig. 7. Fig. 9 is a left side elevation of one 
of the key detents for the value keys and 
a locking mechanism operated thereby. 
Fig. 10 is a detail of a segment which is 80 
operated by the value keys including a lock 
for the “No sale” lever. Fig.11 is a detail 
in left side elevation of a key detent for the 
bank of initial keys and a lock operated 
thereby for locking the machine temporarily 85 
during the depression of an initial key. 
Fig. 12 is a detail of a segment co-acting 
with initial keys and by which the regular 
locking devices of the machine are released. 
Fig. 13 is a detail in left side elevation of 90 
one of the differential racks for actuating 
the totalizers and part of the totalizer re 
setting device and co-acting devices. Fig. 
14 is a fragmentary front elevation of one of 
the totalizers. Fig. 15 is a left side eleva- 95 
tion of one of the totalizers including one 
of the racks for operating the same. Fig. 
i6 is a detail in right side elevation of 
a full stroke mechanism for the driving 
shafts of the machine. Fig. 17 is a left side 10? 
elevation of the printing mechanism. Fig. 
18 is a transverse vertical section of the 
printing mechanism. Fig. 19is a front elle 
vation of the printing mechanism. Fig. 20 
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with a slot 20 embracing a circular knob. 21. 
on one of slides 1S each of which has a rack 
56 for oscillating a pinion 57 fast to shaft 58 
and has connefits for effecting a one 
fourth rotation of shaft (37. These lattei' 
connections consist of pins 17 fast to the 
slides and extending through slots 16 in 
a runs 15 loose on shaft (37 but having pawl 
and ratchet connectious thereto. The plates 
15 carry a set of pawls 3 (Fig. 13) which, 
upon the return niowelnent of the lever, en 

- gage shoulders 7- of a set of disks 66 which 
are fast to the shaft {3, consequently rotat 
ing the shaft (3 coulter-clockwise (Fig. 13) 
one-quarter revolution. The operation of 
more than one level' 19 at a time is pre 
vented by a number of stops 230 (Fig. S) 
'esting in a groove 231 in a tie bar 232 and 
dia ving beveled ends 233 extending into cuts 

When any lever 19 is op 

far enough to permit the slide to pass, but 
the stops to the right and left prevent the 
passage of any other slide 18, iintil the side 
first moved is returned to its normal posi-. 
tion. The operations of level's 19 are count 
ed by a counting device 212 (Fig. 1) and to 
aetate these counter's the slides 18 carry 
pins 213 for engagement With extensions 214 
of pawl carrying aris 215 pivoted to the 
inachine frame by pins 216. The coli inters 
are of a usual constructici; and therefore 
will not be described. 

Irizing mechanisian.--The diving mech 
anism (Fig. 1) consists of the oscillatory 
shaft 5S. shaft 6i. and cai'iage 55 and a 

shaft 95 having a geared co 
The function of shaft 

55, this carriage 
having connections for actuating the total 
izers, the printing mechanism, and for set 
ting indicators as will appear farther on. 
A full stroke device for the drive shaft. 58 
and the shaft (37 is shown in Fig. 6. The 
drive shaft. 5S first rotates in the irection 

nection to shaft (37. 

indicated by the arrow 179 a half rotation 
and is then returned to normal position. 
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85 

0. 

Iuring the forward jocking of the shaft, 
backward rotation of the same is prevented 
by a ratchet wheel 180 fast thereon co-act 
ing with a pawl 1S1 loosely mounted on a 
short shaft S2 and held in engagement 
with the latchet 180 by a spring 83 com 
pressed between the pawl 18 and the beli 
crank ever 184. also loose upon the shaft 182 
and having a nose 185 normally extending 

Sk 8 
fast to the shaft 6i. A spring 188 norinaily 
retains the bell crank lever in the position 
shown in the drawing, but when shaft 58 
completes a half rotation a pin 1881, fast 
to the ratchet wheel 80 and to a ratchet. 
wheel 189, engages an arm 190 of a disk 191. 
which is loosely journaled on the shaft, 58, 
rocking the arm 190 into eng gement with. LA 
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hose 192 of the bell (; nk lever 184, thus 
rocking the bell crall lever downwardly 
and holding the samein its moved position 
by a shoulder 193 of the arm 190 engaging 
the shoulder 192. The rocking movement 
of the beli crank ever, through pins 262 
passing through holes in the pawls, forces 
pawl 181 out of engagement with the ratchet 
180 and a pawl 194 into engagement with 
the ratchet 189 so that the return rocking 
of shaft 58 will be permitted while any at 
tempt to again move the same forwardly 
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16 through which extends a pin 17 on one 

will be prevented. As the nose 185 is thus 
disengaged from disk 187 shaft, 67 is free 
to make its one-quarter rotation upon the 
return movement of the operating lever 19. 
When shaft 58 arrives at its home position 
and shaft 67 has completed its one-quarter 
turn, pin 1881 engages a shoulder 1882 of 
disk 191, returning the disk to normal po 
sition and thus allowing pawl 181 to again 
engage ratchet 180, and the nose 185 of bell 
crank lever 184 to enter one of the notches 
186 in disk 187. 
Aeyboard.-Each denominational bank 

of keys 1 and a similar bank of initial keys 
260 (Figs, 1 and 22) are carried by remov 
able frames 2, supported in the machine by 
tie bars 3 and 4. The keys are depressible 
against the action of springs 5 (Fig. 2) and 
carry pins 6 co-acting with detents 7, loosely 
pivoted on rod 26, for retaining depressed 
keys in their depressed positions during the 
operation of the machine. The detents 7 are 
proyided with a plurality of inclined pro 
jections 8 with which the pins 6 co-act. 
Thus a detent will be elevated on the de 
pression of a key until the key pin 6 reaches 
a notch 9 in the detent when the detent 
springs downwardly under the action of a 
spring 10 (Fig. 9) thus retaining the key in 
its depressed position. For the purpose of 
preventing operation of the machine while 
a key is being depressed each detent 7, is 
provided with a downwardly extending arm 
11 in position to engage a rod 12 of a frame 
13 (Fig. 9) having a number of latching 
arms i4 co-acting with notches in the 
plates 15 (Figs. 1 and 13). Each plate 15 as 
hereinbefore stated is provided with a slot 
of slides 18 driven rearwardly by the main 
operating levers 19 as explained, and re 
turned with the level's by springs 236. Con 
sequently when an operating lever is rocked downwardly around its pivot 4 and its cor 
responding slide 18 is moved rearwardly, 
the plate 15 is rocked in a clockwise direc 
tion... If it is attempted, to operate one of 

C. the levers 19 while a key is being depressed, 
the arms 14 of the frame 13 will be in the 
path of shoulders 22 of the plates 15 and 
prevent operation of any one of the levers 
19. However, if the depressed keys have 
reached their extreme inner positions where 

they become latched, the return movement 
of detent 7 at such time permits the frame 
13 to rock rearwardly thus permitting the 
operation of one of the levers 19. 

It is desired to compel the depression of 
an initial key before the machine may be 
operated, consequently the bank of initial 
keys 260 co-acts with a machine locking de 
vice, as shown in Fig. 12, This device con 
sists of a segment 23, having a number of 
projections 24, provided at their outer ends 
with inclined surfaces 25 co-acting with the 
pin 6 carried by the initial keys. The seg 
ment, 23 is loosely pivoted (in rod 26 and 
is provided with a circular opening 27 
through which passes rod 28 passing 
through a number of locking arms 29 also 
loosely journaled on the rod 26 and co-act 
ing with shoulders 30 (Figs. 1 and 7) of 
the levers 19. Shoulders 31 on the arms 29 
are normally in the path of shoulders 30 
but when an initial key is depressed the seg 
ment 23 is rocked upwardly, thereby elevat 
ing all of the arms 29 away from the shoul 
ders 30, and, as far as this locking device 
is concerned, permitting the operation of 
any one lever. Segments 32 (Fig. 10) co 
act with pins 6 of the value keys in order to 
operate a latching lever 33 for the "No sale' 
lever, to prevent operation of this level 
whenever a value key is in its depressed po 
sition. The depression of a key rocks the 
segments upward and holds the same in 
moved position while remaining depressed. 
The segments 32 are connected by iod 34 
with the lever 33, and this lever is provided 
with a shoulder 35 similar to the shoulders 
on levers 14 but co-acting with the shoulder 
22 of the “No sale' lever only. The rod 12, 
previously described, passes through a slot 
36 in the arm 33 so that while any key is 
being depressed the rocking movement of 

cy is 
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rod 12 will cause the ever 83 temporarily to , 
mover;te lockling position at the same time 
that the level's 14 are temporarily rocked 
to locking position. In order to release de 
pressed keys at the end of each operation of 
the machine, the shaft. 67 carries a pair of 
cams 75 (Fig. 1) each having four projec 
tions 76, for engaging roliers 77 on beli 
crank levers 78 at the end of each quarter 
turn of the shaft. The bell crank levers 78 
carry a rod 79 extending across shoulders 80 
of the key detent 7 and when actuated by 
can 75 lift the detents and thus release the 
depressed keys. 

Differential mechanism. - The totalizers 
are differentially actuated by racks 51 (Fig. 
1) in turn, operated by slides 47 having 
graded steps and mounted in the carriage 

li 9 

li5 

220 

125 55. These slides are first positioned by the 
action of value keys so that desired steps 
will engage the racks when the carriage is 
moved upwardly, Pivotally and loosely 
mounted on the shaft 49 in the rear of each 
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bank of keys is a stepped lever 3 (Fig.2) 
rigid with a bevel gear 38, meshing with a 
bevel gear 39 on a shaft 40 passing from 
front to rear of the machine and journaled 

5 in suitable supporting frames. Fast on each 
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shaft 40 is an arm 41 carrying a pin 43 ex 
tending through a slot 45 (Figs. 
all depressible equal distances and as they 
are located different distances away from 
the pivot of lever 37 serve to rock differ 
entially the lever 37. The differential move 
ment is communicated through shafts. 10 
and arms 41 to the siides 47 YYhich are pro 
vided with a plurality of series of shoul 
ders 50 for co-acting With totalizer actuat 
ing racks 51. All of the slides are mounted 
on rollers 54 (Fig. 1) journaled on the car 
riage 55 which is slidably mounted on rods 
23 and is elevated at each operation of any 
lever 19 by one of racks 56 (Fig. 7), driven 
hy slides 18, and liheshing with pinions i 57 
fast to a shaft 5S journaled in the side 
frames of the inachine. The shaft 58 also 
carries a pair of pipiens 59 meshing with 
racks 60 on the carriage 55. Accordingly at 
each operation of the machine after the dif. 
ferential slides have been properly set the 
carriage 55 is alo'ed upwardly and returned 
Gin its upward novement differentially actu - 
ating the totalizer racks 51 by the stepped i. 

slides 47. Each set of totalizer racks 51 
(iig. 13) is normally held in its lower po 
sition by a spring 23S and is slidably mount 

5 ed on a fralle (31 loosely. pivoted on the 
shaft. 58. Springs 225 normally hold the 
frames. 61 in a rea' ward position so that 
extensions 62 of the racks are not in the 
path of thovenient of steps 50 of slides 47. 

Tine eversi) contro means for rocking: s 

the fraules 51 so that any desired set of 
l’acks 51 may he brolight into operative rela 
tion with the set of slides 47 and its rack 
teeth 63 into the proper plane for engaging 
the totalizer actia ing pinions 34 during the 
lip Ward movement of the racks. To acron 
plish this movement, the frame 61 is pro- i 
Yided with a forwardly extending arm. 640 
having a roller 65 co-actiiig with one of 
cams 66 loose on a shaft 67. Rollers 65 no: 
mally rest in notches (3S in the can 66 and 
the eans are calised to make one-quarter of 
a revolution y the depression of any one of 
the operating levers $). Accordingly four 
notches 68 are provided in can (36 and in 
order to calise the quarter rotation of the 
can by the operation of any one lever 19. 
the plates 15, operated by the levers, carry 
pawis 69 co-acting with notches 68 in the 
cams during the downward movement of 
the ever. . 
The racks 51 are held 

totalizer aptuating pinions 64 by the cam 66 
during the upward stroke of the racks. 
When the racks reach their upper positions, 

- 3 and 4) in 
one of the stepped slides 47. The keys are 

in mesh with the 

one of the notches 68 arrives opposite the 
roller 65 permitting the springs 225 to rock 
the Jacks 51 out of mesh, the racks remain 
movement of the carriage 55. Overthrow 
of leyers 37 (Fig. 2) is prevented by evers 
70 pivoted to the levers 37 by pins 1 and 
having shoulders 72 for engaging the key 
pins 6 when the keys reach their inner po 
sitio2. As the are of the movement of the 
lever i0 is such that the shoulders 72 would 
gross the path of musement of the pins 6 
immediately after the pins have reached 
their inner position, the levers 70 prevent, 
further movement of the keys when the keys 
reach such position. 
njesh With totalizer pinions S1 (Fig. 14) 
Irigid with totalizer drums S2 and over 
throw of the totalizer pilions is 'Avented 
by pawls 255 (Fig. 15), normally free to 
rock out of engagement with the totalizer 
pinions, but positively locked in engagement 
with the same when the carriage 55 reaches 
its, tipper position, by lugs 256 on the car 
riage engaging 'oliers .257 on a frame 258 
hung from fixed pivots 259 and carrying a 
rod 260 for engagement with the tails of the 
pawls 255. Carrying operations aré per 
formed by pins 83 on the totalizer drums 
engaging pawls St loosely pivoted on a rod 
S5. Each pawl S-4 has a shoulder 86 nor 
mà Ily in engagement with a shoulder 87 
on an al'm SS loosely pivoted on shaft, 89 
and carrying a transfer paw 90. When 
one of the pawls S4 is engaged by a pin 83, 
its shoulder 86 is carried away from the 
Spring 91 to rock the arm 88 upwardly 
until the shoulder 87 comes to rest against 
shoulder 92 of the arm 84. The paw 90 
is thus rocked forwardly one tooth space 
of the intermediate gear 64 and a tail 93 
of the pawl is moved into the path of 

. One of a series of cams 94 on the shaft, 95. 
The shaft 95 (iFig. 14) carries a pinion. 
in turn meshing with a gear 98 fast on 
the shaft 67, consequently when shaft, 67. 
nakes its one-quarter rotation on the re- . 
tu'n of carriage 55, any of the pawls 90 
which a 'e in tripped positions will be en 
gaged by the canas: 94 and retirned to their 
Original positions, thus rotating gears 64 
which they engage the desired extra unit. 
of movement. 

action of Springs 91 finally atching the 
arins SS in their original positions when 
the shoulders. 86 engage the shoulders 87. 
The totalizers may be simultaneously reset 

ing free of the pinions 64 upon the return 

shoulder 87 of the arm 8S, permitting a 

The pawls 84 follow the 
armS 88 during this movement Fader the 
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Îoializers.–he intermediate pinions 64 

95 
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93 meshing with , an intermediate gear 97, 
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when the mechanism is in normal position 
by a knurled head 240 (Fig. 4) fast to 
the totalizer shaft 2-1 which is provided 
ºži še usual longitudizal groove 242 : 
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(Fig. 15) for engaging pawls 243 on the 
totalizer pinions when the shaft is rotated 
in the formal direction of rotation of the 
totalizer. Before the shaft 241 can be ro 
tated by the knurled head 240 it is neces 
sary Yanually to rock a lever 244 (Fig. 
13), fast to shaft. 89, to carry a pin 245 
mounted thereon out of a notch in disk 
2-6, fast to the totalizer shaft. This rock 
ing movement of shaft, 89 is utilized 
for locking the operating mechanism of 
the machine, and for preventing the trip 
ping of the transfer paws during reset. 
ting operations. To prevent the tripping 
of transfer pawls the shaft 89 is provided 
with a groove 247 into which extend tongues 
248 of the arms 88. The groove is wide 
enough to 
of the arms 88 åt. transferring operations 
but when the shaft S9 is rocked one side. 
of the groove engages the tongues 248 hold 
ing the arms 88 in normal position and 
this preventing the pawls 90 from moving 
into the paths of cans 94 and by the pawls 
255 preventing backward rotation of the 
totalizer. 
To lock the operating mechanism, shaft 

89 carries an arm 250, having a pin 25 
extending through a slot 252 in a can 253 
oosey pivoted on shaft 95. By this con 
nection when shaft 89 is rocked the can 
253 engages a rod 254 of the locking frame 
J3 rocking the same into locking position. 
The notched disk 246 serves to hold the 
arm 244 in its moved position while the 
totalizers are being reset, but when the notch 
again comes into co-acting relation with 
pin 251, a spring 281 rocks the lever 244 to normal position, stopping rotation of the 
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totalizer shaft, when the toltalizer pinions have reached zero position. 
indicator mechanism.-The indicators 195 are arranged in tyo sets of groups as shown 

in Fig. 3: W 
inachine the group of transaction indicators 
196 are at the left. To the right of the 
transaction indicàtors are the initial indi 
cators 97. The three remaining groups 
198; to, the right are respectively for the 
dolla's bank, the tens bank, and the units. 
bank of value keys. s. The indicator's for 
reading at the rear of the m?chine are in 
the same order as shown in Fig. 5. Each 
indicator tablet is provided with a lug 53 
as before mentioned, and the lugs 58 extend invardly into thë vertical planës of move 
ment of pins 52 carried by the slides 48. 
The side 48 for the transaction indicators 
has a pin 52 for eachgoilp of transaction 
indicators, while the slide 48 for the initial 
indicators has a pin for each group of 

s The slides for the value indicatoi's ai'e sihilarly each provided with 
? -:-2 a : . f , ; two pins. À 11 but the outside indicators 

permit the rocking movement 

Viewed from the front of the 

anism is arranged to 

of each group have openings 199 as shown 
in Fig. 4, through which the lugs 53 of the 
remaining indicators of the group pass in 
order to come over their respective pins 53. 
The openings in the indicators are of suffi 
cient height to prevent interference between 
the various indicators when in motion. . In 
dicstors are selected for operation by the 
keys and levers 19 through the differential 
rotation of shafts 40, as herein explained, 
which carry arms 42 having pins 44 ex 
tending through vertical slots 46 in the 
slides 48. The differential movement of the 
slides 48 brings the pins 52 beneath the lugs 
of the indicators which it is desired to lift 
to exhibiting position. Then upon the for 
ward movement of the carriage in which 
the slides are mbunted, the selected indi 
cators will be carried upwardly until itgs 
200 on the indicators are above, pims 20i i. 
a reciprocating link 202 carried by a pair 
of arms 203 pivoted by pins 204 to cross 
bars 205. The carriage 55 is provided with 
a pin 20 (Fig. 7) which, upon the rise 
of the carriage, engages the inclined edge 
20S of a lug Gna pavi 209 (Fig. 4) pivoted 
to one of the links 202. The pawl is pre 
vented from rocking in the direction in 
which it is urged on the upward movement 
of pin 20 by a pin 210 carried by one of 
the links 202 and passing through a slot 
it the pawi. Áccerdingly the links 202 are 
rocked to the left releasing any of the indi 
cators which are in their upper positions, 
until the pin 20 passes above the lug 211 
of the pawi, whei: the link rocks to its nor 
inal positioi latching the lifted indicators 
in exhibiting positioñ. Où the return of 
carriage 55 pin 207 passes to the left of 
lug 21i slightly rocking pawl 209 to the 
right as permitted by the slot surrounding 
the pin 210 buite not disturbing links 202 
which retain the fifted indicators in set po 
sitions. ' . . . . . . 

Printing mechanism. The printing mech 
print complete rec 

ords of each entered transaction on a record 
strip and a check strip, the latter of which 
is cut at each operation of the machine, the 
pinted part failing on a suitable platform 
outside of the machine. The carriage 55 
has mounted therein a short transverse 
shift 100 (Fig. 17) on which are journaled 
a plurality of amount type carriers 101 
one initial type carrier 102, and a class of 
transaction type carrier 103. Each type 
carrier is rigid with a pinion 104 meshing 
with a rack 105, certain of which are cut 
in slides 47, and two othiers respectively 
meshing with the pinions rigid with the 
initial type carrier and the class of traits. 
action type carrier, are cut in slides i06. 
'These i atter have no steps 50 as they arë 
actuated by išlie bank of initia keys aridi 
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the levers 19, which do not operate totalizer 
elements. The slide 106 for the bank of 
initial keys is differentially actuated by one 
of the levers 37 (Fig. 2) the same as the 
slides 47 for the bank of value keys, but 
the side 106 for the transaction levers 19 
is shifted by cams 10 (Fig. 7) integral 
with the level's 19 and co-acting with 
roliers 108 on arms of a frame 109 which 

10 

15 

is loose on the shaft 49. A bevel gear 110, 
shown at the left in Fig. 3, is fast to frame 
109 so that differential novelinent of the 
frame will be cominlinicated through the 
bevel gear 110 to a companion gear T11 fast 
to one of the shafts 40 and by an arm 41 
fast to this shaft, to one of the slides 106. 

2. 
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The frame 109 is provided with a plurality 
of arms 112 (Fig. 7) for engaging surfaces 
113 of different heights on slides IS thereby 
preventing overthrow of frame 109 as the 
slide which is moved forward will engage 
the arim 112 while the cam 07 which is 
operated will engage the roller 10S. 
The type wheels are mounted below a 

platen 114 which is resiliently carried by 
rods 115 and 116 extending from the side 
frame of the machine (Figs. 17 and 20). 
It is provided with hook projections 117 
resting on the rod 15, and elongated slots 
118 through which the rod 116 passes. A 
plate 119 pivoted on the rod 115 and pass 
ing below rod 116 bears against a spring 120 
between it and the platen thus providing 
the resilient mounting for the platen. A 
check strip guide 121, also hung from the 
rods 115 and 116, is provided with an open 
ing 122 through which the type wheels ex 
tend when making an impression. The 
check strip is wound on a 'oller 1231 (Fig. 
22) part of frame 124 and from this roller 
passes below a guide rollel 124, above a 
guide frame 125, to an electrotype roller 126 
and the co-acting impression roller 127, and 
from these rollers the paper passes through 
the guide 121, between an ink ribbon 128 
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and the platen 114, over a knife 129. In 
order to drive the electrotype and impression 
rollers there is secured to the carriage 55 
by a rod 130 a link 131 which moves ver 
tically on the movement of the carriage and 
is guided by a fixed pin 132 passing through 
a slot, 133 in the link. The link is provided 
with a pin 134 passing through a slot 135 in 
a segment gear 136, which is loosely pivoted 
on a rod 137 and meshes with a gear 13S 
loose on a shaft 139 (Fig. 18) Which has se 
cured thereto the electrotype roller 126. 

60 
The gear 138 is rigid with a clutch member 40 held by a spring in engagement with a 
second clutch member 141 fast to shaft 139. 
Thus the upward stroke of the segment 
gear 136 will merely idly rotate the gear 
138 which is wider than the segment 136 so 

carried by a stub shaft on the upper 
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as not to be disengaged therefrom by its 
Sidevise inovementi, bet on the return of the 
Segment 136 the ciutch member 140, fixed 
to gear' 1:38, engages the second clutch mem 
be i ! I thereby causing the electrotype 
}'oiler 126 to make one rotation, printing 
whateve" natter is cniained thereon on 
the check strip and it the same time feeding 
the check strip forward the desired extent. 
This is after the impression takes place. 
he electrotype roller has the usual fune 

tion of printing advertising matter on the 
check strip. The impression roller 12 re 
ceives novellent from the electrotype roller 
by being rigid with the gear wheel 142 mesh 
ing with a companion gear 143 fast to the 
electrotype roller. 

in order to prevent accidental rotation of 
the electrotype roller 126 or rotation thereof 
upon the upward movement of segment, 
gear 136, the impression roller 127 is rigid 
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with the disk 173 cut away at i74 and into 
which cut away part extends the end of a 
lever 15. The rear end of this ever passes 
below the pin 130 in link 131, thereby when 
the machine is in normal position, prevent 
ing rotation of the impression roiler 127 and 
the electrotype roller 126. The lever 75 re 
mains in engagenient with the disk 173 dur 
ing the up stroke of link 131, bui; just as thig 
link l'efiches its upp: ';' na fost position, a pia 
176 gal-Tied by the ji: k engages the lever. 
rocking it out of engage:::::ii, with the disk 
173. The impression role an: the electro 
type roller are then free to be restated by the 
returka mo’ement of segmént 136. ü: ::he 
downward movement of link 31 pin 
finally engages ever 175 and forces it again 
to a position locking the electro Tollier, 
The earriage 55 also carries a consecutive 
number printing device 177 actuated when a 
pin 265 of its pawi carrying artin engages a 
fixed incline 266, and date printing wheels 
17S, all of the usual construction, and sty 
they will not be described in detail. These 
numbering and dating wheels are in posi 
tion to print upon the check strip. For 
cutting the check strip, the shaft; 67 which, 
as previously described, is caused to snake a 
quarter of a rotation during ähe seccii di af 
of each operation of the machine, Carries a 1. 
çam 163 haying four shoulders 164 tareh? 
ing the end i 6? of a lever 166 pivoted by a 
187 to the frame of the machine. The slide 
168 resis on the forward end 169 of the lever 
166 and at its upper end carries a knife 12: 
for cutting the printed part of the check. 
strip from the remainder of the strip at each 
operation of the machine. The knife 129 
co-acts with a fixed knife 171. A spring 172 
serves to return the slide i88 when the can 
163 permits the lever 166 to rock to norina 
position. 
The detail strip 153 (Fig. 19) passes froia 
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a supply rollier 154 through a guide 155, be 
tween the two parts of the ink ribbon, as 
shown in Fig. 1, and around a roller 156 to 
a receiving roller 157. It is fedi transversely 
to the direction of the feed of the check 
strip by a pawl 158 (Fig. 18) engaging a 
ratchet wheel 159 fast to the receiving roller 
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157. The pawl 158 is carried by a lever 160 
pivoted on the receiving roller shaft 161, 
and is actuated by lugs 62 extending from 
the ink 131. The endless ink ribbon 128 
(Fig. 2) passes around E. feed roller, 144, 
co-acting with 3 companion feed roller 152, 
and around guiding rollers 145, 46, and 
147. The feed rollier 144 is rotated by a 
pawl i48 carried by a spring pressed lever 
19 which is rocked around the pivot 150 of 

the feed roller when engaged by the upper 
end of a siot 151 and ? 13i when the link 
is returning to its normali position. 

Multiple drauer mechanism.-At the rear 
of the machins, below and to the rear of the 
slides 18, is a transverse shaft 217 on which are loosely journaled a plurality of levers 
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218, (Fig. and Fig. 8, Sheet 8) connected 
by sleeves 2.9, levers 220, and links 221 to multiple drayer latching devices 222. When 
one of the slides 18 engages its respective le 
t"er 28, it causes the lifting of the corre 
sponding ink 221 and releases the desired 
one of the cash drawers 236. It may be noted 
that the cash drawers are released according 
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to the class of transaction which is recorded 
and not as usual according to the depressed 
clerk's initial key. Various benefits result from this arrangement, notably in auditing, 
because the amount of cash in the “Cash' 
and “ieceived on account” drawers will or 
should equai the amount indicated by the 
respective totalizers. Also the addition of 
the amount represented by the “Paid out.' 
totalizer and the amount of cash in the 
“Paid out' drawer should agree with the 
total amount put in the drawer for such 
transactions. By the provision of these 
separate transaction drawers mistakes are 
traceable to at least the class of transaction 
and when “charge' sales are entered none 
of the drawers containing cash become ac 
cessible. 

Operation.--To enter a transaction the 
value keys representing the amount of the 
transaction and one of the clerk's initial 
keys are depressed, the latter, unlatching all 
of the levers 19 by lifting the latching device 
29 (Fig. 12) out of engagement with the 

... shoulders 30 (Fig. 7) on levers 19. One qf 
the levers 19, according to the class of trans 
action to be entered, is then operated to com 
plete the operation of the inachine. The de 
pression of the keys causes the shifting of 
corresponding slides á7 (Fig. 3) and 48 (Fig. 
4) by differentially 'eeking levers 37 and 
thereby the shafts 40 which are connected to 

the slides by arms 41 and 42. The differer 
tial movement of slides 47 through the racks 
105 properly sets the amount and initial type 
carriers, and then when one of the transac 
tion levers is operated the transaction type 
carrier is set by the corresponding slide 4 
and the transaction indicators are selected 
by the corresponding slide 48. The trans 
action slides 47 and 48 are differentially 
shifted by the camming action of levers 19 
on the frame 109 loose on shaft 49 (Fig. 7). 
The bevel gear 110 fast to the frame 109. 
communicates its differential movement to 
the bevel gear 1i 1 on the inner end of the 
shaft 40 which is connected to the transac 
tion slides. The downward movement, of 
the operated lever 19 first by rocking the 
plate 15 (Figs. 1 and 13) rocks the core 
sponding set of totalizer actuating racks 53. 
into the proper vertical position for being 
engaged by the stepped slides 4 and of 
meshing with the totalizer pinions. 
arms 62 of the racks 51 are normally out of 
the path of movement of sides 47, as shows: 
in Fig. 1. Accordingly when the stepped 
slides are lified upwardly by the upward. 
movement of car 55 only this selected 
set of actuators 5i til be operated 2nd the 
desired totalizer added to. The upward 
movement of the carriage is accomplished by 
a lever 19 through its slide 18 meshing with 
a pinion fast to shaft 58 (Fig. ) which 
carries pinions meshing with racks in the 
frames 55. When the carriage reaches its 
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upper position, the printed records are made . 
on the detail strip and the check strip. 
Then om the return of the carriage the check 
strip is fed forwardly by the segment gear 
136 and the detail strip is fed by the pawl 
158 (Fig. 18). Finally, the cam 163 (Fig. 
17) by engaging the lever i86 lifts the ??????? 
129 thereby cutting the printed check from 
the remainder of the strip. The cash drawer 
corresponding to the operated lever 19 is 
allowed to move to its open position when 
the lever reaches its lowest position, at which 
time a slide 18 engages one of the arms 218 
(Fig. 1) connected to the drawer latching 
devices. ? 
While the form of mechanism herein 

shown and described is admirably adapted 
to fulfil the objects primarily stated it is to 
be understood that it is not intended to con 
fine the invention to the one form of em 
bodiment herein shown and described as iš: 
is susceptible of embodiment in various 
forms all coming within the scope of the 
claims which follow. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a machine of the class described, the 

combination with a plurality of totalizers, 
of a piurality of sets of totalizer actuating 
racks, frames in which the racks are slid 
ably mounted, a carriage, a set of slides 
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lated slides positioned adjacent to said 
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mounted in the carriage having a plurality 
of series of graduated steps, means for dif 
ferentially setting said slides, means for " .. 8 

1 combination with a totalizer, and actuating 
racks therefor, of denominational graduated rocking said frames to carry the racks into 

and out of engaging position with the total 
izers, and means for moving the carriage to 
cause the slides to actilate the racks that 
are in engaging position. - 

2. in a machine of the class described, the 
combination with a totalizer, and actuating 
racks therefor, of denominational graduated 
slides positioned under said racks, banks of 
keys, connections from said keys construct 
led to give said slides differential lateral 
movements, and means for giving all said 
slides movements of in variable extent in a 
substantially vertical direction, whereby to 
actuate said racks. , - 

3. in a machine of the class described, the 
combination with a totalizer, and actuating 
racks therefor, of denominational grad 
racks, banks of keys, connections from said 
keys positioned to give said slides differen 
tial movements in a direction substantially 
at right angles to the direction of move 
ment of said lacks, and means for giving 
all said slides movements of invariable ex 
tent in the direction of movement of said 
racks, whereby to actuate saidi racks. 

4. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination with a totalizer, and actuating 
tracks therefor, of denominational gradu 
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ated sides having slots and positioned ad 
incent said racks, banks of kevs, connections 
from said keys, including elements riding 
in said slots, constricted to give said slides 
differential lateral novelents, and means 
for giving all said slides movements of in 
variable exter) i in a substantially vertical 
direction whereby to actuate said racks. 

í. in a ina chine of the class described, the 
combination with a totalizer. and actitiating 
racks therefor, of denominational graduated 
slides ::: xing slots and positioned adjacent 

I said racks, banks of keys, connections from 
said keys, including elements riding in said 
slots, t'? instructed to give said slides differen 
til () y ) (Ynis in in direction substantially 
ai. i*ight angles to the direction of move 

oi 
al sair sides movements of in variable ex 
tent, in a direction stabstantially the same 
as is the trievement of said racks whereby 
to actiate said racks. 

(5. In it in achine of the class described, the 
coin}, ination with a totalizer, and actuating 
rai (: ; :: there foi’, of denominationa graduated 
si (es posti (i ed adiacent said "acks, banks 
of keys, leve:' a 'ons actuated by Said keys. 
(orrn ertois front Said lever arms to move 
saic slides differentialiy in one direction. a 
ha) i leve’. and connections fro; i stil lever 
constructed to give said slides movements 

of said racks, and means for giving 
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of invariable extent in another direction, 
and thereby to actuate said racks. 

7. In a machine of the class described, the 

slides positioned adjacent said racks, a car 
riage in which said slides are mounted, 
banks of Reys, connections from said keys 
constructed to adjust said slides differen 
tially on said carriage, in one direction and 
means for giving said carriage movements 
of invariable extent in a direction substan 
tially at right angles to said first direction, 
actuate said racks. 

8. in a machine of the class describéd, the 
combination with a totalizer, and actuating 

thereby causing Said slides to engage and 

racks therefor, of denominational gradu 
ated slides having slots and positioned ad 
jacent said racks, a carriage in which said 
slides are mounted, banks of keys, connec 
tions from said keys including elements 
riding in said slots, constructed to adjust 
said slides differentially in one direction, a 
hand ever, and connections from said ever 
constructed to give said carriage movements 
of invariable extent in another direction, 
whereby to actuate said racks. 

9. in a machine of the class described, the 
combination with a totalizer, of an actii 
afing rack for the totalizer, a guide slidably 
carving said rack, a movable member, 
means for operating said member, and 
means for moving said guide constructed to 
position the rack in the path of said movable 
member, whereby the rack will actuate the 
totalizer. e 

10. In a machine of the ciass described, 
the combination with a plurality of total 
izers, of a plurality of sets of actuating 
racks for the totalizers, a guide slidably 
carrying each of said sets, movable mem 
bers, means fol' operating said members, 
means for moving any one of Said guides 
constructed to position its set of racks in 
the path of said movable members whereby 
the racks will actuate the totalizers. 

1. in a machine of the class described. 
the combinatiot with a totalizer, of a set 
of tota ize' actitating racks, a frame in 
which the 'acks are slidably mounted, a 
carriage, a set of slides mounted in the car 
riage and having a series of graduated steps, 
means for differentially setting said slides, 
and means for moving the carriage to cause 
the sides to actuate the racks. - 

12. In a machine of the class described, 
the combination with a plurality of account 
ing devices. of actuating mechanism for the 
accoliting devices, value keys controlling 
the actuating mechanism, a plurality of op 
elating levers connected to drive the actu 
a ting mechanism, connections from certain 
of said levers constructed to select account 
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talizer normally out of ccöperative relation 
there with, a driving device for the actuators 
of each totalizer, manipulative devices, and 
means controlled by each driving device for 
establishing coöperative relation between the 
actuators driven thereby and the companion 
totalizer and then actuating the totalizer 
an extent determined by the operated ma 
hipulative devices. 

25. In a machine of the class described, 
the combination with a plurality of totaliz 
ers, of a set of actuators for each totalizer 
normally out of engagement therewith, a 
driving device for the actuators of each 
totalizer, manipulative devices, and means 
controlled by each driving device for mov 
ing the actuators driven thereby into en 
gagement with the companion totalizer and 
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then actuating the totalizer an extent deter 
inited by the operated manipulative devices. 

23. Ín a machine of the class described, 
iiie combination with a plurality of totaliz 

of a set of actuators for each totalizer 
mally out of co8perative relation there 

with, graduated elements for driving said 
actuators, manipulative devices for differen 
tially adjusting said elements, a plurality of 
alain operating devices one for each total 
izer, and imeans controlled by each operat 
ing device for establishing coöperative rela 
tion between the corresponding totalizer and 
its set of actuators and driving the latter by 
the graduated elements an extent deter 
lined by the operated manipulative devices. 
2. in a machine of the class described, 

the combination with a plturality of total 
izers, of a set of actuator's for each totalizer 
Norn:lly Gut of coöperative relation there 
with, graduated elements for driving said 
actuato's, manipulative devices for differen 
tially adjusting said elements, a plurality of 
main operatings devices one for each total 
izer, and means controlled by each operat 
ing device for moving the corresponding se 
of actiators into coöperative relation with 
the companion totalizer and driving the en 
gaged actuators by the graduated elements 
as extent determined by the operated na 

pulative devices. 
28, in a machine of the class (escribed, 

the combination , with a pl{ { radity of total 
izers, of a set of actuators for each totalizer, 
graduated elements for driving said actu 
ato's normally out of cofilerative relation 
there with, amount in anipniative devices for 
differentially adjusting sai elements, a 
plurality of main opera i ing «levices one for 
ach set of actuators, ancì neans controlled 
by each operating device f : establishing 
coöperative relation between the set of actu 
ators corresponding to the operated device 
and the graduated elements and driving said 
actuatri's by said elements whereby an entry 
is made upon One of the totalizers in accord 
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ance with the amount-manipulative devices operated. 
29. In a machine of the class described, 

65 

the combination with a plurality of total 
izes, of a set of actutors for each totalizer, 
graduated elements for driving said actu 
ators normally out of coöperative relation 
there with, amount manipulative devices for 
differentially adjusting said elements, a plu 
rality of main operating devices one for each 
set of actuators, and means controlled by 
each operating device for moving the set of 
actilators corresponding to the operated de 
vice into coijperative relation with the 
graduated elements and for driving said 
actuators by said elements whereby an entry 
is made upon one of the totalizers in accord 
ance with the amount of manipulative devices operated. 

30. In a machine of the class described, 
the combination with a plurality of total 
izers, of a set of actuators for each totalizer 
normally out of coöperative relation there 
with, graduated driving elements for said 
actuators, the latter being normally out of 
the plane of movement of said elements, 
amount manipulative devices for differen 
tially adjusting said elements, a plurality of 
main operating devices one for each total 
izer, and means controlled by each operat 
ing device for establishing coöperative rela 
tion between the totalizer corresponding to 
the operated device and its set of actuators 
thereby bringing said actuators into the 
plane of movement of the graduated elle 
ments whereby the selected totalizer will be 
actuated an extent determined by operated 
amount manipulative devices. 

31. In a machine of the class described, 
the combination with a totalizer, of actu 
ators therefor, an invariably moved driving 
mechanism, manipulative devices, and elle 
inents intermediate the actuators and the 
driving nechanism differentially adjustable 
in one direction by the manipulative devices 
as a prelininary to being moved an invaria 
ble dlistance in another direction by the driv 
ing mechanism to differentially operate the 
totalizer actuators, and means for giving 
said elements an invariable movement. 

32. In a machine of the class described, 
the coilination with an accounting device 
an actators therefor, of graduated slides 
positioned under said actuators; a plurality 
of keys, connections whereby the graduated 
slides may be differentially positioned by 
operation of said keys, and means for giv 
ing all of the slides an invariable movement 
to diffei'eitially operate the actuators. 

33. In a machine of the class described, 
the combination with a main driving mecha 
nism, of a plurality of totalizers, a set of 
actuatol's for each totalizer normallv out of 
engagement therewith, a plurality of operat 
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isig devices corresponding to the totalizers said operating devices for moving the corre 
i independently operable to give the driv - sponding set of actuators into engagement 

mechanisin ah ii) variable extent, of with its totalizer and into the path of invari 
sment, value keys comion to all of the able movement of the differentially adjusted 5 

is to's, a plurality of members interine- devices, 
9 the 30%uators aid the inain driving În testimony whereof I afix my signature 

'chanism, said Jaenber's being differen- in the presence of two witnesses. 
iristable by means of the value keys FREDERICK EL. EFULLER. 

ia by moved om ali operatious of Witnesses: 
Ying mechanism, and seans rendered R. C. GLASS, 

five by : operation of oxse of the afore- KARL W. BEUS’r. 

  

  

  

  


